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Abstract

This paper presents an automatic motion trajectory based surveillance
video retrieval system with an efficient and flexible trajectory matching tech-
nique based on turning function. Raw trajectories of moving objects are ex-
tracted by automatic tracking and described by MPEG-7 motion trajectory
descriptor with first order interpolating function. Efficient matching is per-
formed for translation invariant and translation-rotation invariant video re-
trieval in spatial model and spatio-temporal model. In spatial model, turning
function is introduced to represent the trail of motion. In spatio-temporal
model, velocity function is used to represent the motion of object. Results of
experiment on a prototype video database indicate a promising performance
of the system.

1 Introduction

With the rapid growth of digital visual information, content-based video retrieval systems
have become a very active research area. As motion is an important feature of video, much
work has been carried out on motion-based video retrieval [3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12]. Dimitrova
et al. [6] proposed trajectory descriptions including B-spline, chain code and differential
chain code. Dagtas et al. proposed some efficient algorithms to match raw trajectories in
trajectory modeland trail images intrail model for different invariance requirements [5].
MPEG-7 motion trajectory description [8] contains a set of keypoints and descriptors of
motion trajectory are matched by a linear weighting of distance between position, speed
and acceleration of aligned keypoints. Hsu et al. [7] employed polynomials to describe
raw trajectories and flexible retrieval schemes were proposed.

In this paper, an automatic surveillance video retrieval system with an efficient and
flexible motion trajectory matching technique based on turning function is presented. Pre-
viously turning function was mainly used for shape description and matching [2, 10, 14].
As motion trajectory is a sequence of three dimension, we extend matching algorithm
of turning function to exploit the spatio-temporal information for efficient video retrieval
in spatial model and spatio-temporal model. Our approach differs from previous similar
work of [5] in that efficient matching is based on turning function and MPEG-7 motion
trajectory descriptor rather than raw trajectory is used as trajectory representation.

The organization of the paper is as follows. The system framework and tracking
module is described in Section 2. Motion trajectory description is presented in Section 3.
The proposed matching technique is described in Section 4. Results are presented in
Section 5. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 6.
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2 System framework

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the system. The main stages of the system are as fol-
lows. First, database surveillance video is pre-processed by tracking module to record
precise trajectories of moving objects, raw trajectories are represented by MPEG-7 mo-
tion trajectory descriptor with first order interpolating function and stored in the database.
In the retrieval stage, moving objects of query video clip are segmented and tracked auto-
matically, and motion trajectory descriptors of moving objects are extracted and matched
with descriptors stored in the video database with the proposed matching technique. De-
pending on users’ requirements, matching can be performed in spatial model and spatio-
temporal model for translation invariant and translation-rotation invariant video retrieval.
Results are ranked for each moving object of query video in similarity order respectively.

2.1 Change detection

Change detection is employed to detect moving objects based on the statistical method
described in [1]. The intensity difference is modelled as Gaussian distributionN(0,σ2)
under the hypothesis that no change occurs at current pixel. With the assumption that
neighbouring pixels are statistically independent, the local sum of normalized square dif-

ference within then× n window centred at current pixel location(x,y), 1
σ2

n2

∑
k=1

dk(x,y),

is a distributionχ2 with n2 degrees of freedom. If the normalized local sum exceeds
a threshold, the pixel is marked as changed otherwise as unchanged. To remove noise
and uncovered background, a multi-frame change detection approach is applied and only
pixels, marked as changed in all binary masks, are declared as changed otherwise as un-
changed. Then connected component analysis is applied to label moving regions.

However, if the moving object does not contain sufficient texture, the interior of mov-
ing region will not be detected. The method described in [9] is used to fill these holes.
Finally, morphological filter is used to smooth the moving region boundaries.

2.2 Tracking

The moving regions segmented by change detection are tracked in the video sequence
with template matching. First, moving regions in current frame are also motion seg-
mented using the above method. Each template of moving object in previous frame is
correlated with moving regions in current frame near the predicted position using pre-
vious motion vector. The moving region with minimum correlation cost is selected as
best-matched region. The result of template matching can be categorised as four cases:
one template matches one moving region, multiple templates match one moving region,
template matches none of moving regions, and moving region is not matched by any
templates.

After template matching, the regions of highest correlation in current frame are de-
clared as matched regions and a region merging process is employed to cluster an un-
matched region with a matched region to form a more complete region if one object
is split into seperate moving regions. For an unmatched regionRl ,t in frame Ft , each
matched templateTi,t−1 in frameFt−1 , which has a corresponding matched regionRk,t

in frameFt and motion vectorMVi,t−1, will be projected onto frameFt usingMVi,t−1.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the system.

If the overlap between the projected template and the unmatched region is larger than a
threshold,Rl ,t will be merged withRk,t into R′k,t . The same procedure is repeated for each
unmatched region.

Then a template merging process is used to cluster multi-matched templates into a
more complete template if multiple templates contain separated parts of the same object.
If two multi-matched templatesTi,t−1 andTj,t−1 had similar velocities for the past frames,
they are merged intoT ′i,t−1. This procedure is repeated for each multi-matched template.
The remaining multi-matched templates are attributed to object contact or occlusion.

Finally, templates are updated and the remaining unmatched moving regions are de-
clared as new moving objects and their templates are initialised.

3 Motion trajectory description

To describe the raw trajectory efficiently, MPEG-7 motion trajectory descriptor with first
order interpolating function is employed to represent the trajectory [8]. The descriptor is
a set of keypoints with first order piecewise interpolating function to approximate the raw
trajectory between keypoints.

Recursive splitting is applied to extract keypoints of trajectory [8]. Initially, the entire
trajectory is approximated with one first order interpolation function. If the maximum
approximation error exceeds a given threshold, the corresponding point is selected as the
keypoint and trajectory is split into two subtrajectories. The same process is repeated on
each of two subtrajectories until the maximum approximation error does not exceed the
threshold. The extracted key points are shown in Fig. 2(a).
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Figure 2: (a) Raw trajectory and key points of motion trajectory descriptor, (b) Turning
function of the trajectory in (a).

4 Motion trajectory matching

For flexible video retrieval, we use two models for matching, spatial model and spatio-
temporal model. Spatial model is temporal scale invariant. Motion trajectory is projected
onto thexyplane for the trail, so motion of objects with different speed but similar “shape”
of trail are regarded as similar. Spatio-temporal model is temporal scale absolute and
motion of objects with similar speed and direction are declared as similar. In each model,
both translation invariant and translation-rotation invariant matching can be performed.
So depending on users’ requirements, matching can be performed in four schemes:

• Translation invariant spatial model

• Translation-rotation invariant spatial model

• Translation invariant spatio-temporal model

• Translation-rotation invariant spatio-temporal model

4.1 Spatial model

In spatial model, turning function is used to represent the trail of motion. Turning function
is defined as

θ = Θ(s)

wheres is the arc length of curve,θ is the turning angle or cumulative angle andΘ(s) is
the turning function.θ increases if turn left and decreases if turn right. Keypoint descrip-
tor Pi(ti ,xi ,yi), i = 0, . . . ,N is reparameterised by arc length asPi(si ,xi ,yi), i = 0, . . . ,N and
converted to turning functionΘ(s). As keypoint descriptor uses first order interpolation
function, turning function of a trajectory is piecewise constant with break points at distinct
keypoints as shown in Fig. 2(b). Turning function is translation invariant and rotation of
trajectory is equivalent to shift turning function vertically.

Similarity measure in spatial model is based on the metric proposed in [2] with adap-
tion to match open trajectories rather than polygons. Note that there are differences be-
tween a keypoint of trajectories and a vertex of polygons as follows:



1. Two consecutive keypoints may have the same spatial positions,(xi ,yi) = (xi+1,
yi+1). It occurs if the moving object becomes static temporally then moves again.

2. Consecutive line segments between keypointsLi−1(Pi−1,Pi) andLi(Pi ,Pi+1), may
be collinear. It occurs if the object moves in different speed but same direction in
[ti−1, ti ] and[ti , ti+1], so there is no turning at keypointPi .

The distance function is defined as:

δ (L,Ω) =
1
Lq

Lq+L∫

L

[θq(s−L)+Ω−θd(s)]2ds (1)

and the dissimilarity of query trajectory and database trajectory is defined as:

D(q,d) = min
L,Ω

(δ (L,Ω))

whereθq(s) is the turning function of query trajectory with arc lengthLq; θd(s) is the
turning function of database trajectory with arc lengthLd and assumeLq ≤ Ld. L is the
shift of turning function of query trajectory.Ω is the rotation of turning function of query
trajectory.

It is computationally complex to search the bestL andΩ to minimize the distance
function. Fortunately there are useful properties of the distance function.

Property 1.Given shiftL, the best rotation is

Ω(L) =
1
Lq

Lq+L∫

L

[θd(s)−θq(s−L)]ds (2)

and minimum of distance is given by

δ (L) = H(L)−Ω(L)2 (3)

where

H(L) =
1
Lq

Lq+L∫

L

[θq(s−L)−θd(s)]2ds

Property 2.Given rotationΩ, minimum of distance can be found when shiftL makes
a keypoint of query trajectory align with a keypoint of database trajectory.

The proof of the similar properties for polygon matching using turning function was
presented in [2]. The proof of the above two properties is very similar. Due to the fact
that bothθq(s) andθd(s) is piecewise constant, if a keypoint of query trajectory is not
aligned with a keypoint of database trajectory, a small change ofL by dl will also make
H(L) andΩ(L) change linearly withdl. When a keypoint of query trajectory is aligned
with a keypoint of database trajectory, there are possible breakpoints ofH(L) andΩ(L)
to minimizeδ (L).

If the query trajectory hasN keypoints and the database trajectoryM keypoints, there
areNM alignments. Only alignments with shifts in[0,Ld−Lq] are valid and these shifts
are denoted asLi , i = 0, . . . ,K− 1. The dissimilarity can be computed in the following
baseline partial matching algorithm.



1) Valid alignments with shiftsLi , i = 0, . . . ,K−1 are selected ifLi ∈ [0,Ld−Lq].
2) For eachLi , the turning function of query trajectory is shifted byLi . For translation-

rotation invariant matching, the bestΩ(Li) is computed with Eq. 2. For translation invari-
ant matching,Ω is set as zero.δ (Li) is computed with Eq. 3 and global minimum is
updated bymin(δ (Li),δ (Li−1)).

3) Repeat step 2 for each shiftLi and the final global minimum is declared asD(q,d).
The algorithm can be further improved for computational complexityO(NM logNM)

[2]. By sortingLi , i = 0, . . . ,K−1 and the initial values ofH(L0) andΩ(L0) computed,
H(Li) andΩ(Li) can be recursively updated by

H(Li) = Ai−1(Li −Li−1)+H(Li−1)
Ω(Li) = Bi−1(Li −Li−1)+Ω(Li−1)

whereAi−1 and Bi−1 is the changing rate ofH(L) and Ω(L) in [Li−1,Li ] respectively.
Global minimum is updated bymin(δ (Li),δ (Li−1)). For translation invariant matching,
Ω is set as zero.

4.2 Spatio-temporal model

In spatio-temporal model, velocity function is employed as the representation of motion
of object. Velocity function is defined as

{
r = ψ(t)
θ = Θ(t)

wherer is the magnitude of velocity,θ is the direction of velocity,ψ(t) is the magnitude
function andΘ(t) is the direction function. Given keypoints of trajectoryPi(ti ,xi ,yi), i =
0, . . . ,N, velocity can be computed as

vi = (
xi+1−xi

ti+1− ti
,
yi+1−yi

ti+1− ti
), i = 0, . . . ,N−1 .

and expressed in term of its magnitude and direction. Here we extend the usage of turning
function in spatial model to spatio-temporal model. The basic idea is that similar to the
turning function, velocity function is also piecewise constant with break points at distinct
keypoints. It is also translation invariant and rotation of trajectory is equivalent to shift
direction function vertically.

Similarity metric in spatio-temporal model uses linear weighting of distance between
direction and magnitude of velocities based on path coherence function [13]. The distance
function is defined as:

δ (T,Ω)

= 1
Tq
{

teq+T∫
tsq+T

wθ [1−cos(θq(τ−T)+Ω−θd(τ))]dτ +
teq+T∫
tsq+T

wr [1− 2
√

rq(τ−T)rd(τ)
rq(τ−T)+rd(τ) ]dτ}

(4)
and the dissimilarity of query trajectory and database trajectory is defined as:

D(q,d) = min
T,Ω

(δ (T,Ω))



where

{
rq(t)
θq(t)

, t ∈ [ts
q, t

e
q] is the velocity function of query trajectory with start times-

tampts
q, end timestampte

q and durationTq;

{
rd(t)
θd(t)

, t ∈ [ts
d, t

e
d] is the velocity function

of database trajectory with start timestampts
d, end timestampte

d, durationTd and assume
Tq ≤ Td. T is the shift of query trajectory along time axis.Ω is the rotation of query tra-
jectory.wθ ,wr are the weights for distance between direction and magnitude of velocities
respectively andwθ +wr = 1.

Properties to minimize this distance function efficiently are as follows.
Property 3.Given shiftT, the best rotation is

Ω(T) =−arg(n(T)+ jm(T)) (5)

and minimum of distance is given by

δ (T) = 1− 1
Tq

[wθ

√
m(T)2 +n(T)2 +wr l(T)] (6)

where

m(T) =
teq+T∫
tsq+T

sin(θq(τ−T)−θd(τ))dτ,n(T) =
teq+T∫
tsq+T

cos(θq(τ−T)−θd(τ))dτ,

l(T) =
teq+T∫
tsq+T

2
√

rq(τ−T)rd(τ)
rq(τ−T)+rd(τ) dτ.

Proof:
∂δ (T,Ω)

∂Ω
=

wθ
Tq

√
m2 +n2sin(α +Ω) = 0

whereα = arg(n+ jm).

∂ 2δ (T,Ω)
∂Ω2 =

wθ
Tq

√
m2 +n2cos(α +Ω) > 0 ,

SoΩ =−α minimize the distance function given the shiftT. SubstituteΩ and the mini-
mum is

δ (T) = 1− 1
Tq

[wθ
√

m2 +n2 +wr l ]

Property 4.Given rotationΩ, minimum of distance can be found when shiftT makes
a keypoint of query trajectory align with a keypoint of database trajectory.

This property is similar to the Property 2 of distance function in spatial model. As
both velocity functions are piecewise constant, if a keypoint of query trajectory is not
aligned with a keypoint of database trajectory, a small change ofT by dt will also make
m(T), n(T) and l(T) change linearly withdt. When a keypoint of query trajectory is
aligned with a keypoint of database trajectory, there are possible breakpoints ofm(T),
n(T) andl(T) to minimizeδ (T).

If the temporal shifts to align keypoints are denoted asTi , i = 0, . . . ,K − 1, m(Ti),
n(Ti), l(Ti), δ (Ti) and the global minimum of distance can also be computed recursively
in a similar efficient partial matching algorithm for spatial model.



5 Results

Testing was carried out in a prototype surveillance video database with a variety of mo-
tion trajectories. The prototype database contains MPEG-7 content set video“Speed-
way1”, “Speedway2”, “Speedway3”, and captured video sequences“Road1” , “Road2” ,
“Road3” and“Campus”. There are 83 moving objects with distinct speed and trajectory
in the database. Fig. 3 shows a subset of tracked moving objects and trajectories. Re-
trieval results are displayed with white “+” drawn on the start and end position of the best
matched portion of retrieved trajectory.

Figure 3: A subset of moving objects and trajectories in video database.

Fig. 4(a) shows a query trajectory not in the database. The top four retrieval results for
the query using translation invariant spatio-temporal model and spatial model are shown
in Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c) respectively. There are eight similar trajectories as ground truth
in database and all are ranked as topmost. Another query trajectory which exists in the
database is shown in Fig. 5(a) and the top four retrieval results using translation-rotation
invariant spatio-temporal model and spatial model are shown in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c)
respectively. There are four similar instances in the database and all are retrieved as the
top results with the first result identical to the query.

Our surveillance video retrieval system using the proposed motion trajectory match-
ing technique performs efficiently and effectively in four retrieval schemes. Translation
invariance and spatio-temporal model can be used for accurate retrieval while translation-
rotation invariance or spatial model is a useful approach for fuzzy retrieval when users are
interested in similar motion in all possible directions or only the trail of motion.

6 Conclusions

The paper described an automatic surveillance video retrieval system with an efficient
and flexible motion trajectory matching technique based on turning function. Matching
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Figure 4: (a) Query trajectory not in the database, (b) Top four retrieval results using
translation invariant spatio-temporal model, (c) Top four retrieval results using translation
invariant spatial model.

(a)
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(c)
Figure 5: (a) Query trajectory in the database, (b) Top four retrieval results using
translation-rotation invariant spatio-temporal model, (c) Top four retrieval results using
translation-rotation invariant spatial model.



algorithm of turning function was extended to exploit spatio-temporal information of mo-
tion trajectory for translation invariant and translation-rotation invariant video retrieval in
spatial model and spatio-temporal model. The proposed matching technique can be ap-
plied with MPEG-7 motion trajectory descriptor using first order interpolating function.
Experimental results demonstrated the promising performance of the system.
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